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O

n 30-Jan-2020, the Government notified a small but important change regarding
organisations exempt from FCRA.1 Then just eight months later, the Government
revised several key provisions of FCRA in a matter of just 15 days. The changes
became effective from 29-September
2020. Shortly afterwards, several Rules2
NGO Networks & FCRA
and all the forms were revised, effective
In 1970s Lokanayak Jaiprakash Narayan (JP), who then
10-Nov-2020.
headed AVARD (Association of Voluntary Agencies in
Rural Development), launched a powerful movement
against poor governance. It shook the government, and
possibly was a main factor in imposition of emergency
in 1975, and the subsequent downfall of Congress
government in 1977.
Back in power after a short exile, Congress set up Kudal
Commission in 1982 to find out how did JP mobilise so
many so quickly. The enquiry which started with four
organisations, spread to over 400 NGOs. It led to the
1984 amendment in FCRA, requiring every NGO to
obtain FCRA registration or permission before accepting
foreign contribution. And because AVARD had shared
the funds with other NGOs, the law provided that
second or subsequent receivers should also get FCRA
registration or permission.
The model of shared funding has continued since JP’s
times. It has allowed large NGOs to increase their reach
to the furthest corners, at a very low cost. Larger NGOs,
INGOs, and donor agencies raise funds from various
sources, design pan-India programs and then get smaller
NGOs on-board with these. Unlike Government pay
scales, which are mostly uniform irrespective of place of
posting, there are very big differences in salaries paid by
NGOs in metropolitan cities and those in small towns or
villages. This means that each dollar can go further,
even if it is spread very thinly.
Thus, NGO networks, built on ideas, shared values, and
a bit of money, allow larger NGOs to mobilise people
quickly in times of disaster or distress and otherwise.
The communication is bi-lateral and multilateral.
Anything that happens in a small village, can quickly be
relayed back to state, national and international capitals.
However, this is not in line with Government’s policy,
which views this as an illegitimate interference in its
mandate. Government also seems to think that regranted
funds are difficult to monitor and could find their way
into the hands of insurgents, maoist sympathisers or
civil rights activists.
Hence this move to break up FC-funded networks.
1
2
3
4
5

This updated Guidance Note looks at these
changes in 2020 and what they might or
might not mean for Charities in India.

1. No Transfers or Subgrants
Beginning 29-Sep-2020, it is no longer
legal for FCRA-licensed entities3 to
retransfer foreign contribution to other
entities in India for program activities.4 It
doesn’t matter whether these other entities
have FCRA registration/prior-permission
or not. Every FCRA-approved entity must
spend the foreign contribution on their
own. The restriction covers money,
material and securities. This is one of the
two most critical changes in FCRA (see
box: NGO Networks and FCRA).

a. Payments to For-Pro ts
This restriction applies whether the second
or subsequent receiver is a not-for-profit or
a for-profit entity.5 This also applies
whether the payment is a donation, grant
or is made through a service contract. This
means surrogate grants clothed in service
contracts should not be made. If
discovered and proven, these can result in

Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act 2010. Updated text at www.DevelopAid.org
Foreign Contribution (Regulation) rules 2011. Updated text at www.DevelopAid.org
Any person with FCRA registration or prior-permission
Sec. 7 of FCRA
Sec. 2(1)(a) of FCRA. The term ‘association’ is wide enough to cover all forms of organisation (LLPs,
Companies, Firms, Cooperatives, Producer Companies, etc.), and not just NGOs and not-for-profits.
Though FCRA is applicable, registration or permission is granted rarely, if ever to for-profits. Payments to
individuals, HUFs, and sec. 25 companies are also covered through sec. 2(1)(m).

fi
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penalties under sec. 35.
However, payments in the ordinary course of business are not restricted.6 Examples include
payment of consultancy fees or charges to schools, hospitals, training centres, etc., or payments
for goods and services purchased for the organisation’s own use. Clandestine transfer of foreign
contribution through service agreements where nominal services are availed or inflated costs/
charges are paid, should not be attempted. If detected, these can result in prosecution under
FCRA.

b. Program vs. Services
How does one know whether a Service Contract is for executing program activities or for
purchasing services for programs in the ordinary course of business? There are at least four
tests one can apply:
1.

Who receives the services/benefits? The client/buyer or someone else?

2.

Is there a direct connection between the recipients of the services and the client? For
example, are these employees, grantees, or other associates of the client/buyer? Or is
the connection a very tenuous one?
Are the recipients nominated by the client/buyer or does the service provider have
wide discretion in selecting them?
How much discretion does the consultant/vendor have in execution of the work? To
what extent does the client/customer direct or supervise the outcome of the activities?

3.
4.

In principle, where the client/customer is not receiving the services for itself, for its employees
or for its grantees/associates, there is a risk that the activity could be a program activity. This
risk is reduced if the service provider has limited discretion in selecting the beneficiaries, in
executing the activities or is supervised closely by the client/customer. In case of doubt,
competent advice should be obtained.

c. Service Contracts with Foreign NGOs
If the contract is with an overseas client or customer, then additional restrictions come into
play. For example, an FCRA NGO in India (or a foreign source with business operations in
India)7 can give you a contract to build houses for the poor. However, an overseas INGO
cannot. This would amount to the overseas organisation executing program activities in India
through an agent, without FCRA registration.8
The same restriction applies to INGOs who have liaison offices in India. They can buy services
for their own use — but not for executing program activities in India. If they have a branch
office and want to execute program activities, they will need FCRA registration to do so.

6
7
8

Explanation 3 to Sec.2(1)(h)
For example, subsidiary of a foreign company in India building houses under CSR
This appears to be the alleged violation behind CBI registering an FIR in the case of an overseas donor
contracting a local builder to build houses for the poor in Kerala.

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020
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d. Regranting to Exempt Entities
The prohibition placed in sec. 7 is complete and total. This means regranting foreign
contribution to an entity exempt from FCRA under section 50 will also be a violation of sec. 7.
Examples include regranting of foreign contribution to Swacch Bharat Kosh, PM-CARES
Fund,9 Government-owned hospitals, Municipal Corporations, etc. (see Exempt Government
Entities on page 34 for more on this).

e. Placing Personnel in India
These restrictions also come into play if a foreign NGO appoints consultants/personnel in India
directly or through an HR agency. This is within the law if these persons are providing only
non-binding advisory support for grant-making, monitoring, coordinating, etc.10 However, if
these individuals are involved in program implementation or in execution of program activities,
then they will need FCRA registration.11

f. Assets created out of FC
The Sec. 7 restriction is on transfer of FC covers funds, material and securities received by a
person.12 It also covers interest and other income derived from FC.13 But what about fixed
assets or equipment purchased out of FC? Does the restriction cover transfer of these also?
There is a view that the restriction applies only to foreign contribution as such. It ceases to
apply once the FC changes form into fixed assets, equipment, vehicles, property, etc.
Therefore, an NGO with FCRA registration can still transfer these to other NGOs which have
FCRA. Is this view correct?
It could be if this was Income Tax Act, where in case of ambiguity, the view favouring the taxpayer is preferred. However, in the case of FCRA, this interpretation will create a black hole
for FC to disappear. People may be tempted to convert FC into non-FC, by simply buying fixed
assets with foreign contribution and then giving them away. The receivers can then sell these
off, and realise the funds as non-FC. If the FCRA Dept. doesn’t act to stop this, it will become
an official loophole, defeating the very purpose of FCRA. For all these reasons, any equipment,
assets, investments, etc., created or derived from FC should be treated as foreign contribution,
and subject to the sec. 7 restriction.

g. Conversion of Organisation Form
What happens if an FCRA-registered trust or society converts into a sec. 8 company? Will
transfer of assets or funds to the new company be a violation of sec. 7?

9
10

11

12
13

As stated by PM CARES Fund on its website — FCRA notification not available in public domain.
In some cases, this can result in creation of a Permanent Establishment (PE), with unexpected tax and
compliance challenges.
FCRA is applicable to individuals undertaking program activities with foreign contribution. However,
registration or permission is rarely granted.
Sec. 2(1)(h)
Explanation 1 to Sec. 2(1)(h). Before this explanation was added, some people erroneously believed that
interest earned on FC endowments or secondly income was not treated as FC.

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020
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Under present law, though conversion is permitted in theory,14 it is rare in practice, with
approvals required from Registrar of Societies15 and Income Tax Department, among others.
You also have to file form FC-6B with FCRA Dept. for updating change in registration of the
organisation. It is possible that the FCRA Department may ask you for additional information,
before approving the change.16
Coming to the main question, change in form of organisation doesn’t result in a violation of
sec. 7, as there is no transfer of funds or assets to another entity. It is only a change in the form
of organisation. However, this is not a road that many people have walked before — you will
probably have to beat your own path for this to happen.

h. Mergers & Takeovers
The above principle doesn’t apply where two NGOs merge into a third one.17 Firstly the newly
formed entity needs a new FCRA registration (as well as other approvals under Income Tax).
Secondly, foreign contribution and assets of the old entities cannot be transferred to the new
one without tripping over FCRA. The only solution would be to first sell off all the FCRA
assets, utilise all the FCRA funds (including the sale proceeds), and then merge the non-FCRA
parts that remain along with their identities.
Similar complications will arise in case one FCRA NGO wants to takeover another which has
FCRA. The second NGO must first use up all its foreign contribution, before it can be
absorbed by the first one.

i. Making Direct Disbursals
Section 7 disallows sub-granting by an FCRA-licensed person to another person. Three
conditions have to be fulfilled before section 7 is attracted:
1.
2.
3.

The transfer must be made by an FCRA-licensed person or its agent.
The transfer must be made to a person involved in program activities or its agent.
The transfer must be donative in nature — meaning it should be free or at less than its
true value.

Therefore, if a foreign source in India or overseas makes direct disbursals to sub-grantees, will
the restriction still come into play? No — direct grants are still permitted.
What if funds meant for India are first received by another overseas entity, who passes these on
to the sub-grantees as advised18 by a donor agency in India (which has FCRA registration)? If
funds do not come to the FCRA donor agency at any stage, there will not be any violation of
sec. 7.19
14
15
16

17
18
19

Sec. 366 of Companies Act 2013
Or Charities Commissioner in some states
According to revised rule 17A, all such changes must be approved by FCRA before they can become
effective.
In practice, formal mergers and takeovers of NGOs in India are extremely rare.
Non-binding recommendation
This defence may be challenged if the overseas entity is merely a proxy or a shell operated remotely by the
Indian entity.

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020
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j. O -shore Banking
What if an FCRA NGO opens a bank account overseas, receives the foreign contribution there,
and disburses the funds from there to sub-grantees in India? Foreign bank accounts must be
disclosed in the Income Tax Return of the signatories. Under FCRA, this will be treated as
receiving foreign contribution in a non-FCRA bank account.
What if the donor agency opens a special bank account overseas, which is operated by the
Indian NGO? The donor agency transfers the funds for India to the bank account, and
disbursements can be authorised online by the Indian NGO’s staff, using the login ID and the
password of the account holder. While this might sound like a good idea, in reality it is not.
Such bank accounts are treated as benami foreign bank accounts, and can attract penal
provisions under FCRA, FEMA and Income Tax Act.

k. O -shore Granting
In some cases, donors make a large grant to an overseas fund, which is managed by a
specialised grant management consultancy or disbursement agent, also based overseas. This
allows the donors to insulate themselves from publicity as well as the paperwork of making
many small grants. Sometimes the overseas agent may have an arrangement with Indian
consultants or NGOs who advise them on the grants to be made to Indian NGOs (which have
FCRA registration).

This kind of setup continues to be legitimate. Care should be taken to ensure that the grant
recommendations made by domestic consultants or NGOs are non-binding.

l. Reimbursements
Does the restriction also cover reimbursement of expenses? This depends on what kind of
expenses are being reimbursed. For example, if you ask a friend to book a train ticket for you,
and later pay the amount, that is reimbursement, and would be permitted. However, if you ask
a person to undertake program activities on your behalf, collect bills in your name, and then
settle the amount, this is not ‘reimbursement’. Here the mechanism is being confused with the

ff

ff
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purpose. In the first case, the purpose is merely convenience. In the second, the purpose is
bypassing FCRA. Therefore the second should be avoided.

m. Advances
A related question being raised frequently is that of advances for expenses. Is there any
restriction on giving advances out of FCRA funds to staff or others? The answer is yes and no.
If the advances are given to your employees or vendors in the ordinary course of business, then
there is no problem. However, if these are given to other NGOs for taking up program
activities, with the bills being submitted later and accounted in your books, this would be a
violation. This restriction also applies if people from other NGOs are ‘appointed’ as your
employees, and advances given to them in place of a sub-grant.

n. Direct Implementation
The other valid option FCRA donor agencies in India are left with is direct implementation. To
do so, they will need to terminate their existing grant agreements with partners, and then recruit
people directly. Some of these people might be ex-employees of their former partners, who are
appointed by the donor agency. This will also raise several HR and logistics complications,
including pay-scales, provident fund, gratuity, etc.
In some cases, the entire staff complement of a former NGO partner might join the FCRA
donor agency as staff. If so, care should be taken to ensure that these staff do not project the
name of their former employer in the field, as this can be seen as shadow-lending under FCRA.
What about the cap on administration expenses if additional staff is taken on? This has to be
examined on a case-by-case basis, as discussed under ‘Lower Cap on Administrative Expenses’
below.

2. Lower Cap on Administrative Expenses
The 2006 FCRA Bill proposed a limit of 30% for administrative expenses. Many NGOs
protested this, even though most spend just 10-15% on administrative expenses. Another
problem was figuring out what are administrative expenses. Expenses are generally tracked
using traditional accounting heads like purchases, travel, salaries, rent, etc. These are not
tracked using a functional classification (administration, marketing, research, etc). Audited
financial statements also do not offer this classification — the allocation process is too
expensive and subjective — to be of any use for public disclosure.
In response to this, the Government made two changes in the final Act: one, it raised the limit
to 50%; two, it added a definition of administrative expenses to the rules.20 The definition in
rule 5 is not based on a functional classification — rather its uses traditional accounting heads:
Rule 5. The following shall constitute administrative expenses:(i) salaries, wages, travel expenses or any remuneration realised by the Members of the
Executive Committee or Governing Council of the person;

20

Normally, critical definitions are given in the Act itself and not in the rules.

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020
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(ii) all expenses towards hiring of personnel for management of the activities of the person and
salaries, wages or any kind of remuneration paid, including cost of travel, to such personnel;
(iii) all expenses related to consumables like electricity and water charges, telephone charges,
postal charges, repairs to premise(s) from where the organisation or Association is functioning,
stationery and printing charges, transport and travel charges by the Members of the Executive
Committee or Governing Council and expenditure on office equipment;
(iv) cost of accounting for and administering funds;
(v) expenses towards running and maintenance of vehicles;
(vi) cost of writing and filing reports;
(vii) legal and professional charges; and
(viii) rent of premises, repairs to premises and expenses on other utilities:
Provided that the expenditure incurred on salaries or remuneration of personnel engaged in
training or for collection or analysis of field data of an association primarily engaged in
research or training shall not be
counted towards administrative
expenses:
Provided further that the expenses
incurred directly in furtherance of
the stated objectives of the welfare
oriented organisation shall be
excluded from the administrative
expenses such as salaries to
doctors of hospital, salaries to
teachers of school, etc.

Using the term ‘administrative
expenses’ for these kinds of expenses,
irrespective of their purpose, causes
confusion. Most people are led to
believe that whatever is not program
spending will be administrative
expenses.
Use of ambiguous phrases such
‘personnel for management of the
activities’ also adds to the confusion.
Does this mean ‘management’ in an
hierarchical sense, or does it mean all
the staff who implement the activities?
The ambiguity of the rule is such that it
could be interpreted either way. In a
restrictive sense it would mean salaries
of only the managers, officers, and
other responsible for supervising or
guiding. In an expansive sense, it could
mean that all staff salaries are part of

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020

The Reason for Capping

On 19-Aug-2010, while replying to a Rajya Sabha debate on
the FCRA Bill, Mr. P. Chidambaram, the Minister for Home
Affairs stated:
‘The regulations have been so framed that while legitimate
charitable, social, educational, medical and activity that
serves any public purpose is allowed, foreign money does
not dominate social and political discourse in India. There
is enough money for charity within India. Enough money
can be raised within India for charitable causes, the social
causes. But, if you want to access foreign money, then one
has to come under a system of regulation.’ [Emphasis
added]
Once the FCRA 2010 became law, the Home Secretary made
this even clearer in 2013:
‘The general policy of the Government of India is not to
encourage soliciting of foreign contribution. However, if it
is intended for bonafide welfare activities, foreign
contribution can be received either by obtaining
registration or prior permission from the Central
Government under the FCRA 2010.’ [Emphasis added]
And to ensure this, the Government capped spending on
salaries, overheads, etc., to 50% of the total foreign
contribution utilised.
However, the restriction has not really been enforced. In fact,
till 2015, FCRA department did not even ask for
administrative expenses to be reported. Even after reporting
was added to form FC-4 in Dec-15, the Department has not
clamped down so far on over-spending. No one has been
asked to pay compounding fees — or lost their FCRA due to
non-compliance. Therefore, while NGOs have occasionally
worried about the 50% cap, they’ve not really changed their
approach.
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‘administrative expenses’.21 It would not matter whether the staff are part of the management
or are field workers.22
Whether you read the rule in a restrictive sense or an expansive sense, there are two exceptions
to this:
1.

If the organisation is primarily engaged in research or training, then salaries, fees,
honorarium of trainers, data collectors, and data analysts, will be excluded from
‘administrative expenses’.23

2.

If the organisation is welfare-oriented (such as a hospital or a school), then all
expenses incurred directly on promoting its objects will be excluded from
administrative expenses.

The definition of administrative expenses is a precise definition, as it uses the word
‘constitutes’. Therefore any expenditure that is not specifically mentioned in rule 5 should not
be reported as ‘administrative expenses’, irrespective of whether it is for program, fund-raising,
or anything else. Some examples of such expenses are:
• Purchase of capital items, vehicles, building, etc.
• Insurance of assets or for staff
• Medicines, books, and other items for distribution among communities
• Commission on funds raised from donors
• Travel, conveyance or meal expenses to participants/beneficiaries/resource persons
• Advertisement and publicity expenses
• Registration/renewal fees
• Interest paid to bank, bank charges
• Hospitality expenses, etc.
With this background, let us look a little closely at the exceptions in Rule 5:

a. Research
Firstly, what kind of research is exempt under the rule? Research can take many forms, can
cover different topics and lead to a wide variety of results. Statistical research and surveys on
matters such as formal education, health, sanitation, nutrition, housing, employment, etc., have
relatively less scope of influencing political or social discourse and appear to be safe. However,
qualitative or interpretative research into issues such as governance, government policies,
gender, judiciary, legislation, electoral matters, budgetary allocations, caste, communal,
21

22

23

In at least two cases, the FCRA Department’s cancellation order indicates that salaries of all the staff is
being included in administrative expenses. For Greenpeace India Society, administrative expenses were
pegged at 81-88% (order dated 2-Sep-2015). For Sabrang Trust, these were calculated at 55-64% (order
dated 16-Jun-2016).
If so, then by not distinguishing salaries of program and administrative staff, this rule disallows what the
Parliament has allowed through the Act.
This proviso supports the argument that all staff salaries are counted as administrative expenses. Otherwise
this proviso would not be required at all.

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020
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religious, or cultural issues, law and
order, social discrimination, civil
rights, environment, displacement,
etc., are much more sensitive and
may not be what the government
means by research here (see box:
‘Research: Academic or
Subversive?’).
Secondly, there are two conditions to
be fulfilled for the first proviso to
rule 5:
1.

The organisation should be
primarily engaged in
research; and,

2.

The concerned staff should
be engaged in collection or
analysis of field data.

A common question being asked by
many NGOs is whether they can
exclude the salaries of their policy
and advocacy teams from
administrative expenses? These
NGOs should check whether they are
mainly engaged in research. If the
answer is ‘yes’, they should identify
the staff who are ‘engaged in
collection or analysis of field data’.
Salaries of such staff can be
excluded from administrative
expenses. Salary of people engaged
in managing or directing research, in
theorising, writing research papers,
or in policy, advocacy, etc., cannot
be excluded.

b. Training
Firstly, training can also be of
various types, especially in the NGO
sector. Training people in
handicrafts, mechanical, technical
skills, vocations, or skills of
particular trades (computers,
carpentry, tailoring, plumbing,
hospitality, arts, business, etc.) would

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020

Research: Academic or Subversive?
The traditional conception of research is mostly of an academic
activity, conducted by chalk-dusty professors or white-coated
scientists. This kind of research takes a long time to percolate
into main-stream thought or turn into commercial products.
However, with more and more academicians thinking about
impact of their work, research has become increasingly current
and applied. NGO research is one variety of such applied
research.
This research is often incidental to different kinds of NGO
programs, especially modern ones which tend to be more
cerebral and strategic. Sometimes NGO research cuts across
multiple areas of CREES (cultural, religious, economic,
educational and social). For example, an NGO seeking to
improve economic conditions of the poor might take up research
into migration patterns or pastoral communities, or examine the
impact of government policies on the poor. It might also look
into impact of cultural practices, such as early marriage and
drop-out rates on earning capacity of families. Another NGO
working on, say, sustainable tourism, might look into impact of
mass pilgrimages on local economy, environment or
community.
This also raises the related question of what kind of FCRA
registration (cultural, religious, economic, educational and
social) should the NGO have (Form FC-3A). NGOs mustn’t get
into areas for which they are not registered under FCRA. If their
research isn’t aligned to their FCRA registration, they may have
to file form FC-6B.
The results of the research might be held internally for
designing better programs or these might be published to
influence public opinion or change government policy.
Publication can have unexpected consequences and trigger
clamour for inquiry into the funding for the research. Therefore,
a cool-headed risk-assessment of any research for publication is
always a good idea. Three critical questions to consider before
publishing are:
• Does the research go into religious, political, governance,
or cultural issues?
• Will particular interest groups be adversely affected by the
research?
• What actions can be triggered by such groups against the
NGO?
With regard to administrative expenses, what kind of research
does rule 5 talk about? There are no guidelines anywhere. In
fact, it is not even clear whether research is covered by FCRA,
and if so, where does it fit into the CREES scheme of things.
According to one booklet (A Handbook on FCRA, MHA &
ICAI, 2005), FCRA Department seems to think that research is
part of ‘education’. However, rule 5 itself implies that ‘research’
can be a stand-alone activity or connected with training.
Exempting expenses on research designed to influence public or
government policy would contradict the former Home
Minister’s statement regarding foreign influence on ‘social and
political discourse’ (see box: ‘Reason for Capping,' page 11).
Therefore, it is a fair guess that FCRA Department is talking
about exempting only academic research or statistical surveys in
the first proviso to rule 5.
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appear to be fine. However, training in rights-based issues, gender matters, socio-political
analysis, governance, activism, or activities such as organising, mobilising, cadre-building,
awareness generation (e.g., on government policies) , etc., would most likely not be covered by
the term training.
Secondly, there are two conditions to be fulfilled for the first proviso to rule 5 with regard to
training:
1.

The organisation should be primarily engaged in training; and,

2.

The concerned staff should be performing the role of trainers.

Therefore, an organisation which is not primarily engaged in training does not qualify at all.
For such organisations, the salaries of trainers will also not be excluded from administrative
expenses.
If you find an organisation which is
primarily focused on training (of the
right kind, as discussed above), you can
take the second step: identify staff who
are trainers. Salaries of only such
people can be excluded from
administrative expenses — salaries,
fees of other staff (e.g., Training
Coordinator) cannot be excluded.
What if an NGO arranges training for
its own staff on program or financial
issues? Will this be treated as
administrative expenditure or program
expenditure? Rule 5 is silent on this —
only fees paid to trainers/resource
persons could be covered under legal
and professional charges, if the trainers
are lawyers or practising professionals.
Therefore, such expenses should not be
reported under administrative expenses.

c. Welfare-Oriented?
What is a welfare-oriented
organisation? Just like politics, this
term too is not defined anywhere in
Indian law. However, in NGO circles,
some organisations are called ‘welfare
or service delivery organisations’
whereas as others are said to be ‘rightsbased organisations’ (see box ‘Welfare
vs. Rights’).

Ver.2.00: 17-Dec-2020

Welfare vs. Rights
According to a particularly lucid comparison, the welfare
model of development focuses on three basic questions:
‘1 How are the public goods or technical knowledge
delivered to the poor?
2 What is the missing input or catalyst—seeds, nutrition,
or family planning strategy—that will power
development?
3 Which crucible—state-led infrastructure expansion and
industrialisation, or the market—can most efficiently
reduce poverty and spur development?’
The welfare model is contrasted with the rights-based
approach which:
‘…envisions the poor as actors with the potential to shape
their own destiny and defines poverty as social exclusion
that prevents such action. Instead of focusing on creating
an inventory of public goods or services for distribution
and then seeking to fill any deficit via foreign aid, the
rights-based approach seeks to identify the key systemic
obstacles that keep people from accessing opportunity and
improving their own lives (Center for Economic and
Social Rights, 1995). From the very outset, the focus is on
structural barriers that impede communities from
exercising rights, building capabilities, and having the
capacity to choose.’
Thus, while the welfare approach uses foreign aid to offer
goods, services and benefits directly to the poor as charity,
the rights-based approach organises the poor to demand
these from the Government as a matter of right. Rights-based
approach bristles at the poor getting benefits as Capitalist
charity, but shies away from the total revolution which
Communists want. It, therefore, alarms the Right and is
despised by the Left.
- Quoted text from ‘Challenges and Opportunities in
Implementing a Rights-Based Approach to Development: An
Oxfam America Perspective,’ (Raymond C. Offenheiser and
Susan H. Holcombe); 2003, Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector
Quarterly, vol. 32, no. 2, June 2003.
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Even though the rights-based approach is rather esoteric, it has become quite popular with
many FCRA-registered NGOs over the last twenty years. The number of rights, sub-rights and
their relatives has also multiplied over the years, often leaving the Government bewildered. In
some cases, NGO actions based on rights-based approach have made it difficult for
governments and industry to build infrastructure or set up industrial projects in rural areas. At
the same time, NGOs find it difficult to understand why does the Government reject an
approach that it has signed up for as part of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,24 and
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.25
This distinction appears to be the key to unlocking the mysterious ‘welfare-oriented
organisations’ of rule 5 of FCRR 2011. These are NGOs which use foreign contribution for
providing, material, services, technical know-how and other benefits directly to the poor and
the needy. They do not ask the State to do so. They do not talk about empowerment,
entitlement, equity, exploitation or governance. Rather, they focus on providing education,
employment, economic opportunity, and skilling. Any foreign contribution they spend directly
on furthering their objectives will not be counted as administrative expenses, even it is towards
salary, fees, travel, or rent (see box: ‘The Reason for Capping’).

Now with the jaw-dropping reduction in the limit to 20%, more attention is likely to given to
this aspect of budgeting and program design by NGOs and donor agencies. The chart above
shows how administrative expenses are determined for different types of NGOs. This should be
used to check compliance with FCRA limit of 20% as explained in the following paragraphs.
24
25

UN General Assembly, 1948
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. https://www.ohchr.org/EN/
ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CESCR.aspx
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d. The Six Step Solution
Though rule 5 is fairly clear in its own way, most NGOs get confused as they think of this as
administration vs. programs. Rule 5 does not use this dichotomy. It just says what
administrative expenses are. To calculate these correctly, you should take the following steps:
1. Sit in front of a computer. Take a deep breath. Exhale. Clear your mind of all
preconceived notions of what is administration and what is program.
2. Figure out nature of your organisation (see headings a-c above). There are four options:
i. You are primarily into training.
ii. You are primarily into research.
iii.You are a welfare-oriented organisation.
iv.You are none of the above.
3. List all your FCRA expenses for the year in one worksheet (columns A & B). You should
ideally do this on cash-basis, using the Receipts & Payments Accounts. This is your total
FCRA utilisation for the year.
Step 3: List all FCRA Expenses
Line Item
Spent Admin - rule 5 Training Org. Research Org. Welfare Oriented
Conferences
11,00,000
Program Sta Salaries 45,00,000
Relief Supplies
7,00,000
Admin Sta Salaries
12,00,000
Internet & Telephone
3,00,000
Traveling
7,50,000
Repairs
4,00,000
Printer Purchase
40,000
Payment to Volunteers
50,000
Printing & Stationery
1,00,000
Audit Fees
1,05,000
Consultancy Fees
2,50,000
Misc. Expenses
75,000
Publications
3,50,000
O ce Rent
80,000
Total
1,00,00,000
0
0
0
0

4. Enter all the administrative expenses (as described in the eight heads in rule 5) in adjacent
column C. Please match the description and nature of expense carefully with rule 5. For
example, consultancy fee is not covered under ‘Legal and Professional Charges’ unless
the consultants are lawyers or are practising a recognised profession (e.g., accountancy,
engineering, medical, architecture, company secretaryship, etc.).26 Incidentally, people
with degrees such MSW, MBA, PhD, etc., should not be included under item vii of rule 5,
as these are qualifications, not professions.
26

However, if these people are working as employees or on full-time consultancy contracts, then the
payment is covered under item ii of rule 5 as remuneration to employees.

ff

ff

ffi
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Step 4: Identify all Administrative Expenses
A

B
C
D
E
F
Line Item
Spent Admin - rule 5 Training Org. Research Org. Welfare Oriented
Conferences
11,00,000
Program Sta Salaries 45,00,000
45,00,000
Relief Supplies
7,00,000
Admin Sta Salaries
12,00,000
12,00,000
Internet & Telephone
3,00,000
3,00,000
Traveling
7,50,000
7,50,000
Repairs
4,00,000
4,00,000
Printer Purchase
40,000
Payment to Volunteers
50,000
50,000
Printing & Stationery
1,00,000
1,00,000
Audit Fees
1,05,000
1,05,000
Consultancy Fees
2,50,000
Misc. Expenses
75,000
75,000
Publications
3,50,000
O ce Rent
80,000
80,000
Total
1,00,00,000
75,60,000
0
0
0

Do not apply any exceptions at this stage. The total of this column is your final
administrative expenses — unless you fall into category i, ii, or iii (step 1).
5. If you are in one of the first three categories, apply the relevant exceptions. For example,
research organisations should move salaries, remuneration, etc., of the data collectors and
field data analysts from column C to column D. Training organisations should move
remuneration paid to trainers from column C to column E.
Step 5: Move Exempt Expenses (Training/Research Organisations)
A
B
C
D
E
F
Line Item
Spent Admin - rule 5 Training Org. Research Org. Welfare Oriented
Conferences
11,00,000
Program Sta Salaries 45,00,000
10,00,000
25,00,000
10,00,000
Relief Supplies
7,00,000
Admin Sta Salaries
12,00,000
12,00,000
Internet & Telephone
3,00,000
3,00,000
Traveling
7,50,000
7,50,000
Repairs
4,00,000
4,00,000
Printer Purchase
40,000
Payment to Volunteers
50,000
50,000
Printing & Stationery
1,00,000
1,00,000
Audit Fees
1,05,000
1,05,000
Consultancy Fees
2,50,000
Misc. Expenses
75,000
75,000
Publications
3,50,000
O ce Rent
80,000
80,000
Total
1,00,00,000
40,60,000
25,00,000
10,00,000
0

Welfare-oriented organisations should move all amounts spent directly on furthering their
objects from column C to column F.

ff

ff

ff

ff

ffi

ffi
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Step 5: Move Exempt Expenses (Welfare Organisations)
A
B
C
D
E
F
Line Item
Spent Admin - rule 5 Training Org. Research Org. Welfare Oriented
Conferences
11,00,000
Program Sta Salaries 45,00,000
0
45,00,000
Relief Supplies
7,00,000
Admin Sta Salaries
12,00,000
12,00,000
Internet & Telephone
3,00,000
0
3,00,000
Traveling
7,50,000
0
7,50,000
Repairs
4,00,000
4,00,000
Printer Purchase
40,000
Payment to Volunteers
50,000
0
50,000
Printing & Stationery
1,00,000
1,00,000
Audit Fees
1,05,000
1,05,000
Consultancy Fees
2,50,000
Misc. Expenses
75,000
75,000
Publications
3,50,000
O ce Rent
80,000
80,000
Total
1,00,00,000
19,60,000
0
0
56,00,000

Note: Administrative Expenses
6. The amount that remains in column C is your
as per Rule 5
administrative expenses. A listing of these expenses,
and their description should be provided as a note to Item
Amt. Rs.
FCRA audited statements for reference and record,
Admin Sta Salaries
12,00,000
as shown here.
Repairs
4,00,000
The worksheet is for internal record only. It should
be printed and kept in a file for future reference.

e. Cross-border Payments to Employees

Printing & Stationery

1,00,000

Audit Fees

1,05,000

Misc. Expenses

75,000

O ce Rent

80,000

Can an INGO or foreign donor agency make direct
Total
19,60,000
payments to employees27 based in India? This depends on
the role and number of persons based in India. For instance, if they are working with the
overseas office for supporting international operations, this doesn’t create an FCRA issue.
However, if such a person/s are working for an FCRA-NGO in India, the direct payments
might be seen as an attempt to bypass the restriction on administrative expenses. If these
people are working for a non-FCRA NGO in India, then this can be viewed as a method of
financing the NGO in India, and thus a violation of FCRA. The same concept applies to the
INGO or overseas agency paying directly for office space or various facilities for the Indian
NGO.28
27

28

Sometimes employees are appointed as full-time consultants through consultancy contracts. This does not
change the legal implications discussed here.
From a literal point of view, contribution of services is not foreign contribution, as these are not money,
material or securities. However, regulators are often able to show that this is merely a mechanism to
bypass the restriction on transfer of money. There is the additional risk of creating a Permanent
Establishment for the overseas NGO, which has its own painful implications. Therefore, such stratagems
should be avoided.

ff

ff

ff

ffi

ffi
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f. Allocating Sta Salaries to Program Activity
Some organisations allocate one part of the salary of CEO and other staff to administrative
expenses and the balance to program expenses. While this is a fair approach from a functional
classification perspective, it is not valid in the present situation as rule 5 does not allow such
allocation of expenses. If a person is covered by clause i or clause ii of rule 5, then his/her
entire remuneration, travel, etc. should be treated as administrative expenses, unless the
organisation is a welfare-oriented organisation.29

g. Changing Sta Designations
Rule 5 allows NGOs to exclude salaries of trainers, researchers, etc., from administrative
expenses. What if an NGO changes the designation of some of their staff to trainers,
researchers, etc.? Can they exclude the salaries of such staff from administrative expenses? As
discussed earlier, this works only if:
a. The organisation is primarily engaged in training and research; and,
b. If the staff are actually performing the roles specified in rule 5.
If this is not the case, then such cosmetic changes will not help.

h. Using non-FC funds for Administrative Expenses
Can an NGO pay for some of the administrative expenses in an FC-funded project out of nonFC funds? Yes, — as long as the NGO:
a. Makes the payment for these from non-FC bank accounts;
b. Keeps the expenses in non-FC books; and,
c. Ensures there is no inter-fund transfer between FC and non-FC.
This will allow the NGO to reduce its administrative expenditure in FC funds, without
breaking the law.

i. Seeking FCRA Approval for Higher Spending
If nothing works, and your administrative expenses cannot be kept within 20%, then you must
apply to FCRA Department for permission to spend more. This must be done in advance,
before you actually overspend the money. There is no defined procedure for this, so you should
apply by email, with proper justification for why you should be allowed to spend more. It is not
known how long will the department take to approve or decline the permission. Therefore, you
should apply as early as possible.

j. Compounding
What happens if you overshoot the 20% limit? The FCRA Department may condone this once
in three years, after you pay 5% of the overspent amount as compounding fees. However, this
is at the discretion of the Department. If they do not offer compounding option (or if you
decline it), then you can lose your FCRA registration.

See 'Welfare-Oriented?' for more on this.

29

ff

ff
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k. E ective Date
As the Act was amended on 29-Sep-2020, some people think that the limit will be 50% for the
period 1-Apr-20 to 28-Sep-20. For the second half of the year (29-Sep-20 to 31-Mar-21), the
limit will be 20%. The argument is that people might have already committed or spent funds in
the first half according to the 50% limit. While this is a valid consideration from a practical
point of view, there is no support for this in the FCRA provisions or notifications so far.
Therefore, if you find that you are stuck with high spending (>20%) in the first half, you
should either try and balance it out in the second half or apply for FCRA approval for higher
spending in FY 20-21.

3. FCRA Renewal
The new change to FCRA requires that each renewal application has to be processed almost
like an application for fresh registration. The FCRA Department has to make sure that the
applicant meets all the conditions laid down in sec. 12(4). This may require getting fresh IB
reports on the applicant, as well as their board members. NGOs whose board members are
residing abroad could face even longer delays if the FCRA Department asks for their
verification.30 The Department will also have to check that the applicant has not defaulted on
FCRA compliance in the past. While computerisation helps, the human element is critical in
processing FCRA applications, as this is an internal security law, and each case is unique to
some extent.
All this means that renewals could get delayed (see box: ‘Rebirth and Renewal’). It is possible
that the FCRA Department might extend the validity period as it did last time — it is also
equally possible that it may not. And once the FCRA validly expires, NGOs will not be able to
receive fresh contribution. In some cases, they might not even be able to spend what they have
already received.31
Clearly, the winter of 2021 could be a very cold one for many NGOs. It is therefore important
that NGOs apply as early as possible. The revised rules allow NGOs to apply only during the
last six months of their FCRA registration.32 Therefore, NGOs can only file their application on
1 May 2021, if their registration is valid till 31 October 2021. While filing the renewal
application they must also provide Darpan ID, SBI Account details and Aadhar number of all
board members and key functionaries (including CEO, COO, etc.).33
They should also make sure that the application is filled up correctly, has all the required
information and documents (including especially the affidavits from all board members), and

30
31

32
33

This is usually coordinated through the Indian Embassy or High Commission abroad.
At least one bank is reportedly freezing FCRA designated accounts completely when FCRA registration
expires, even if the renewal application has been filed in time and is being processed. See ‘Delayed
Approval’ for more on this.
Rule 12(6)
FCRA Circular dated 27-Nov-2020 available at https://www.developaid.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/
fc_comp_27112020.pdf

ff
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that they are otherwise compliant in all respects.
They should remain alert for FCRA requests
(SMS and email)34 for additional information.

No Application
What happens if you don’t apply for FCRA? In
the past, this meant that you could no longer
receive fresh FC, but continue to use what you
had already received, as well as the assets you
had built up with FC. This is especially relevant
when an institution (e.g., a school or hospital) is
started with foreign contribution but becomes
self-sustaining after some years.
The new rules on non-application disrupt this
equilibrium. If you don’t apply for renewal, you
are required to renounce the world of FC totally
— surrender all your FC in cash, bank, deposits,
investments as well as any assets to the
Government, which will then hold and manage
these.35 This vesting will continue till the time
your certificate is renewed or you get fresh
registration. In the meanwhile, the Government
will have control over your FC buildings and
manage these on behalf of the organisation.36

Delayed Application
A delayed application can be filed up to one year
after expiry of certificate. Additional fees of Rs.
5,000 must be paid in such cases. No FC can be
accepted or used till the certificate is renewed.
What’s more, all FC and FC-assets will vest with
the Government till certificate is renewed.

Delayed Approval
What happens if you file your application in
time, but the renewal doesn’t come through
before expiry? According to the rules, you
cannot accept any more foreign contribution
(cash or kind) once your FCRA registration
34

35

36

Rebirth and Renewal
By all accounts, taking birth is a frightening,
once-in-a-lifetime experience. So it is for NGOs
when they get their FCRA registration for the first
time. Under the 1976 Act, once an NGO
registered for FCRA, it was valid as long as it was
not taken away by cancellation. The 2010 Act
changed this. NGOs must get their FCRA
registration renewed every five years. Apparently
the idea behind this was to eliminate NGOs which
became dormant after registering. It was expected
that renewal would be granted almost
automatically on application to an NGO, if there
were no violations on record. Sec. 16 provides
that:
1. The Government shall grant the renewal,
ordinarily within 90 days from date of
application.
2. If the certificate is not renewed in 90 days,
the Government shall share the reasons
with the NGO.
3. Renewal may be refused only where the
NGO has violated any provision of the Act
or rules.
In practice, renewals are often delayed, sometimes
by as much as two years after expiry of FCRA. In
most cases of delay, there is no information about
why it is delayed or when it might come through,
other than the cryptic status message, ‘under
processing’. It is not known how many NGOs
have received an explicit refusal, though many
appear to have suffered from the unending
processing that their renewal seems to be going
through. Yet, no NGO seems to have gone to court
over this. There are also numerous cases where
the renewal application is ‘deemed to be lapsed,'
because the concerned NGO failed to respond to
the FCRA request for information in time.
To a very great extent, delays is due to a system
overload. About 21,000 NGOs apply for renewal
at the same time. All these applications have to be
processed within 12 months (now reduced to six)
by a Department which can probably allocate just
about 5-7 people to this. This would mean that
each person would have to process at least 20-25
applications a day for six months, even if each
worked independently in a flat hierarchy. Mistakes
and delays are bound to occur.

Make sure that you fill these up correctly in the renewal application are correct, and keep them live till the
time renewal is granted.
Rule 12(5), (6) and (6A) of FCRR 2011. There is no direct authorisation in the Act for such extraordinary
vesting of assets with the Government, even though this is a logical outcome of the Government’s policy.
Precedent for this is already set under laws in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh where religious and charitable property is managed by the State government in varying manners.
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Restored
Suspension
Cancelled

Losing FC
Registration

Cancelled

Surrendered
Renewal

Didn’t Apply

All FC & Assets
vest in Govt.

Rejected
Delayed

expires. It doesn’t matter that your renewal application is pending with the Department. Some
banks may not allow you to even use the FC already in your bank account, as the rules on this
are not clear.37

Due Date
In the past, NGOs were allowed to file their renewal application up to one year in advance.
This duration has been reduced. Applications for renewal (form FC-3C) can be filed only six
months in advance of expiry. However, all certificates do not expire on 31-October-2021.
Some might expire before and some a little later. Please check and mark due date of expiry and
renewal for your case carefully.

Fees
Fee for renewal has been increased to Rs. 5,000. In case of delayed application, additional Rs.
5,000 should be paid as late fee. All fees must be paid online at the time of filing FC-3C. An
application without fees is treated as void. Renewal fees can be paid out of FCRA or nonFCRA funds.

4. Public Service and FCRA
FCRA places a total prohibition on civil servants, judiciary, government employees, politicians,
etc., accepting any foreign contribution.38 These people are not permitted to even accept
foreign hospitality39 while abroad, without prior approval from the Government. Journalists are
also covered by the prohibition on accepting foreign contribution (though they don’t need
permission for taking sponsored foreign trips). Thus all the four pillars of the democracy
(Legislature, Executive, Judiciary, and the Media) are insulated from foreign influence.
However, there is another pillar — public service — which is not as visible. This consists of
thousands of public-spirited citizens and professionals helping the Government in many small
but important ways. There are numerous Government commissions, committees and boards
where non-official members and NGO representatives serve. To name just a few, these include:
37
38
39

According to newly inserted rule 12(5), no FC can be received or used once the old certificate expires.
Payments in the ordinary course of business (salaries, fees, royalty, etc.) are permitted.
Casual offers, such as a cup of tea or dinner are not restricted.
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-

Vigilance & Monitoring Committees (VMC)
Juvenile Justice Boards (JJB)
Child Welfare Committees (CWC)
National and State Commissions for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR, SCPCR)
Town Vending Committees (TVC)
National and State Commissions for Women
Central and State Information Commissions

The Government appears to be of the view that foreign contribution should not corrode this
invisible pillar. Therefore, it has amended sec. 3 of the FCRA to enlarge the restriction to
include public servants as well. The term is defined in sec. 21 of Indian Penal Code 1860 (IPC)
to include a wide variety of persons 40 including those who perform any public duty:
Section 21. ''Public servant''.
The words "public servant" denote a person falling under any of the descriptions hereinafter
following, namely:
[***]
Second. Every Commissioned Officer in the Military, Naval or Air Forces of India;
Third. Every Judge including any person empowered by law to discharge, whether by himself
or as a member of any body of persons, any adjudicatory functions;
Fourth. Every officer of a Court of Justice (including a liquidator, receiver or commissioner)
whose duty it is, as such officer, to investigate or report on any matter of law or fact, or to
make, authenticate, or keep any document, or to take charge or dispose of any property, or to
execute any judicial process, or to administer any oath, or to interpret, or to preserve order in
the Court, and every person specially authorised by a Court of Justice to perform any of such
duties;
Fifth. Every juryman, assessor, or member of a panchayat assisting a Court of Justice or public
servant;
Sixth. Every arbitrator or other person to whom any cause or matter has been referred for
decision or report by any Court of Justice, or by any other competent public authority;
Seventh. Every person who holds any office by virtue of which he is empowered to place or
keep any person in confinement;
Eighth. Every officer of the Government whose duty it is, as such officer, to prevent offences,
to give information of offences, to bring offenders to justice, or to protect the public health,
safety or convenience;
Ninth. Every officer whose duty it is as such officer, to take, receive, keep or expend any
property on behalf of the Government, or to make any survey, assessment or contract on behalf
of the Government, or to execute any revenue-process, or to investigate, or to report, on any
matter affecting the pecuniary interests of 7the Government, or to make, authenticate or keep
any document relating to the pecuniary interests of the Government, or to prevent the infraction
of any law for the protection of the pecuniary interests of the Government;
Tenth. Every officer whose duty it is, as such officer, to take, receive, keep or expend any
property, to make any survey or assessment or to levy any rate or tax for any secular common
purpose of any village, town or district, or to make, authenticate or keep any document for the
ascertaining of the rights of the people of any village, town or district;

40

Sec. 21(12), and Explanation 1 of IPC. The word ‘person’ also includes Company, Association or body of
persons, whether incorporated or not.
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Eleventh. Every person who holds any office in virtue of which he is empowered to prepare,
publish, maintain or revise an electoral roll or to conduct an election or part of an election;
Twelfth.--Every person -(a) in the service or pay of the Government or remunerated by fees or commission for the
performance of any public duty by the Government;
(b) in the service or pay of a local
authority, a corporation established by or
under a Central, Provincial or State Act or
The Panchatantra in FCRA
a Government company as defined in
Panchatantra, popularly viewed as a set of stories for
section 617 of the Companies Act, 1956
children, is actually an insightful look into pragmatic
(1 of 1956).
statecraft, and probably extraordinarily influential at
Illustration
a subconscious level. According to Patrick Olivelle:
A Municipal Commissioner is a public
“…Pañcatantra is a complex book that does not
servant.
seek to reduce the complexities of human life,
government policy, political strategies, and
Explanation 1. Persons falling under any
ethical dilemmas into simple solutions; it can and
of the above descriptions are public
does speak to different readers at different levels.
servants, whether appointed by the
Indeed, the current scholarly debate regarding the
Government or not.
intent and purpose of the Pañcatantra— whether
Explanation 2.--Wherever the words
it supports unscrupulous Machiavellian politics
"public servant" occur, they shall be
or demands ethical conduct from those holding
understood of every person who is in
high office—underscores the rich ambiguity of
the text….”
actual possession of the situation of a
public servant, whatever legal defect
- The Ascetic and the Mouse, Story 1, Book II,
there may be in his right to hold that
Panchatantra, Tr. Patrick Olivelle (Oxford University
situation.
Press, 1997), p. x.
Explanation 3.--The word "election"
It also offers us a valuable insight into power of
money through the story of a mouse called
denotes an election for the purpose of
selecting members of any legislative,
Hiranyaka ( र क), who lived over a treasure hoard.
municipal or other public authority, of
The smell of gold gave him the confidence to jump
whatever character, the method of
several feet to reach the ascetic Tamrachooda’s alms,
selection to which is by, or under, any law
and feed his band of followers every day. One day,
prescribed as by election.
Tamrachooda (ता चू ) receives a guest called

Clause 12 above includes any person who is
getting paid by the Government (or a local
authority, Government corporation or
Government company) for performing any
public service. Clause 12 also covers those
who are performing a public service — even
if they are not entitled to or drawing any
remuneration. Thus the definition includes all
the positions listed earlier. Most likely, it will
also include nominees to bodies such as the
former National Advisory Council under UPA
II or expert groups set up by bodies such as
the Niti Aayog.41
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र्थे

This is not very different from what FCRA is trying
to achieve, because, in the Panchatantra scheme of
things:
अ नच
उ

हीन पु ष
याः स ,

ऽ

मेधसः।
कुस तो यथा॥९॥

Just as small mountain streams dry up in
summer,
so come to nought the wits and plans of a
man without wealth. [91]
- Book 2, Story 1, Panchatantram, Chaukhamba
Surbharati, Varanasi, 2008, pp. 450-487.

Additionally, FCRA Department might even include attorney generals, public prosecutors, district
counsels, as well as amicus curiae (who get a nominal fees for helping the court), although such an
interpretation is quite contentious and will probably be fought vigorously.

41

च्छि

Brihatsphic (बृह
क्), who helps him figure this
out. Both follow the trail to Hiranyaka’s treasure and
dig it out. Once Hiranyaka loses his treasure, he
loses his aura, his jumping powers, and his band of
followers.
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A related tweak is that related to corporations referred in sec. 3(1)(c). The restrictions on
Government employees also cover those employed by any corporation. These people are not
permitted to accept any foreign contribution or foreign hospitality. The word corporation has
now been explained to mean only those corporations which are owned or controlled by the
Government (Central or State), including Government companies.

a. Implications
The restriction is on public servants receiving foreign contribution during their tenure. There is
no restriction on the NGOs associated with them who can continue receiving foreign
contribution. These NGOs can also pay them fair remuneration for their actual services.
However, proving that the remuneration was fair and it was for actual services can be tricky,
even if the required permissions were in place.42 Therefore caution is advisable.

b. Tricks and Traps
People might try a number of ways to bypass these provisions. For instance, some might think
of accepting the money as inflated reimbursement of expenses. Others might take the money
surreptitiously in cash. Still others might
think of accepting the payments in the name
RBI vs. RTI
of a relative (or even in the name of trusted
The central premise of FCRA 2010 is that access to
driver, who then passes on cash to them).
foreign funds is the source of NGOs’ power to
Some may try to increase payment of rent to
‘influence social and political discourse’ in India.
Therefore, control over banking channels is a critical
compensate themselves. All these tricks are
mechanism for FCRA.
well known to law enforcement agencies. If
In 1985, the original FCRA was amended to ensure
discovered, these can cause grave
that NGOs received their foreign contribution only in
embarrassment as well as trigger prosecution.
one bank account, which was noted in MHA records.
Depositing foreign contribution in any other account
You should avoid these totally.
The best solution is for the public servants to
resign from any paid position with FCRA
NGOs during the period they hold a public
office or perform a public duty. If not, the
public servants should either not accept any
payment from FCRA funds or they should
ensure that the payments are for actual
services, are properly documented and can
withstand public gaze.

5. FCRA Gateway Banking
One unique and somewhat confusing change
(see box: ‘RBI vs. RTI’) is that all FCRA
NGOs must open a special bank account with
SBI, New Delhi Main Branch for receiving
42

could lead to severe penalties (see CBI vs M. Kurian
Chief Functionary of Comprehensive Rural
Operations Services Society (CROSS); SC, 2001).

In 2011, this was relaxed somewhat by allowing
NGOs to open secondary bank accounts for ease of
utilisation in the field. In 2017, regulations were
tightened again by asking all NGOs to keep their
FCRA accounts in PFMS-compliant banks only. Still,
there were cases where funds from prior-reference
category donors would slip through. For those who
don’t know, the prior-reference category is a list of
some 20-25 foreign donors whose remittances must
be cleared first by MHA, before these can be credited
to the NGO, if at all. For some bureaucratic reason,
the list is secret. And it is so secret that RBI has filed
a case in Mumbai High Court to prevent it being
made public (‘RBI seeks stay on CIC order on foreign
donors in FCRA list,' Livemint, 30-Nov-2018).
The latest change will help MHA ensure that the
restrictions on sub-granting can be enforced more
rigorously. It will also help prevent remittances from
prior-reference category donors slipping through. Last
— but not the least, there will be no need to send out
the list of these donors to 60 banks.

Foreign contribution excludes payments received in the ordinary course of business.
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SBI FCRA Account
- Must be with SBI Main
Branch, New Delhi
- All FC must be first
credited here
- File FC-6C
- Can be used for:
- Receiving
- Keeping
- Utilising

Another FCRA Account
- Can be with any PFMS
bank
- Only one additional
account
- File FC-6C
- Can be used for:
- Receiving
- Keeping
- Utilising

FCRA Utilisation Account
- Can be with any PFMS
bank
- Several accounts may be
opened
- File FC-6D
- Can be used for:
- Receiving
- Keeping
- Utilising

foreign contribution.43 This can be a savings account or a current account.44 NGOs can open
the SBI gateway account remotely, and have been given time till 31-Mar-21 to do so.
Once the SBI account is opened, the NGO should:
•

Stop accepting fresh contribution in the present FCRA designated bank account.45

•

File FC-6C should be filed to update FCRA database for SBI account and the existing
designated FCRA Account.

SBI will allow the NGO to start using the new account when form FC-6C is approved.46 After
the funds are credited to SBI gateway account, these can be transferred to the NGO’s other
FCRA accounts straight away or later, as required. Two types of accounts are allowed (in
addition to the SBI FCRA Account):
1. Another FCRA Account
The existing FCRA-designated account can be converted into ‘another FCRA account’. This
account can be used for keeping unused FC funds or for utilising these. No direct receipts of

43
44

45
46

Named as ‘XYZ NGO - FCRA Account’
RBI specifically permits NGOs to open and maintain Savings Bank Accounts, provided these are not used
for trading activities. (RBI/DBR/2015-16/19 Master Direction DBR. Dir. No.84/13.03.00/2015-16 of
March 03, 2016, updated as on 22-Feb-2019, pp. 17-19)
FCRA Public Notice dated 13-Oct-2020, F. No. II/21022/23(35)/2019-FCRA-III
On filing FC-6C, the previous FCRA designated account is taken off the FCRA record. NGOs might have
to file FC-6D for this account if they plan to continue using it as an FCRA utilisation account.
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FC are allowed into this account. Details of this account should be updated in FCRA database
by filing FC-6C.
2. Utilisation Account
The earlier system of utilisation accounts remains undisturbed. These accounts must be
recorded with FCRA Department as utilisation accounts by filing FC-6D. To prevent wrong
deposits into this account, you can ask the bank to allow only credits from SBI FCRA account
and from other FCRA account. This is usually done by modifying the account opening
resolution or by giving the bank instructions in writing later on.
The transition to SBI is not likely to be smooth. Firstly, KYC requirements for charities are
relatively more stringent. Secondly, opening an account with a Nationalised Bank is always a
memorable experience. Thirdly, remote branches of SBI, through which this account is to be
opened, will wait for clear instructions from SBI HO (which may sometimes remain unread,
even if received).
However, once the account has been opened, it is relatively easier to operate an account with
SBI than with some other private or foreign banks. Also SBI is focused on banking only —
they will not push various insurance, investment and loan products at you as done by private
banks.
Therefore, though this move signals the Government’s tougher stance on FCRA, it is not likely
to affect day-to-day NGO working in any significant way. However, the psychological impact
of this change on NGOs might be immense (see box: ‘The Panchatantra and FCRA’).

Permitted Deposits
What should be deposited where? Is the SBI account meant only for fresh FC receipts or for
other receipts of FC as well? The only thing that is clear is that nothing is clear regarding what
should be deposited where. Still, based on sec. 17 and revised form FC-4, following seems to
the scheme of things:

FCRA Banking Matrix
Type of Receipt

SBI FCRA a/c

Another FCRA a/c

Grant/donation from foreign source (off-shore)

Here

Grant/donation from foreign source (resident)

Here

FC donations received as currency

Here

Refund of FC from a vendor or a staff member

Here

Here

Income tax refunds

Here

Here

Liquidation of FC fixed deposit or interest on FC
fixed deposit
Sale proceeds of FC investments or interest/
dividend thereon

Here

Here

Here

Here
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Type of Receipt

SBI FCRA a/c

Another FCRA a/c

Sale proceeds of FC assets (stores or fixed
assets)
Sale proceeds of FC received in kind

Here

Here

Here

Here

Receipts from sales or fees in incomegenerating FC projects
Receipts from hiring out of FC equipment/
buildings
Repayment of micro-credit loans given out of
FC funds
Transfer from SBI FCRA a/c for keeping FC

Here

Here

Here

Here

Here

Here
Here

Transfer from SBI FCRA a/c for utilising FC
Transfer from ‘another’ FCRA a/c for utilising
FC
Re-deposit of excess withdrawal

Utilisation a/c

Here

Here
Here

Here

Here

Here

Managing FCRA Bank Accounts
a. Foreign Inward Remittances

Once the SBI FCRA account is operational, SBI NDMB will expect the following details for
each foreign inward remittance:
1. ‘FCRA Account’ Number of the Beneficiary in the NDMB of SBI
2. SWIFT Code of NDMB (SBININBB104)
3. Name of the Beneficiary (your organisation)
4. Name of the Donor/Remitter
5. Account number of the Donor/Remitter
6. Donor/Remitter’s Address
7. Donor/Remitter’s Country of Residence
8. Donor’s nationality (if individual)
9. Purpose of donation under FCRA
The first five items are standard for any foreign inward remittance. The other four are
especially advised by FCRA Department.47 These are needed for all foreign inward
remittances, whether it is in rupees or in foreign currency.
You will also need to know the donor’s nationality and purpose of donation for reporting in
FC-4. Once a remittance lands at SBI NDMB, the bank will send an email and SMS to you.
You should then go to the local SBI branch where you had initially submitted your papers for

47

FCRA SOP dated 20-Nov-2020
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opening the account. Here you should submit signed copy of a FEMA declaration along with
following information:
1. Purpose of donation (as per FCRA classification)
2. RBI code for foreign inward remittance (P1303)48
The local branch will forward the FEMA declaration to SBI NDMB (email:
fcra.00691@sbi.co.in). Once the amount is credited to your SBI FCRA account, you can
transfer it to your other FCRA Account. The SOP is silent on whether this can be transferred to
an FCRA utilisation account, though this is clearly provided in second proviso to sec. 17(1).
Online transactions are usually not permitted on FCRA Bank accounts. However, to make it
easier for you to manage your SBI NDMB account, FCRA Dept. has permitted internet
banking on SBI NDMB account, with full transaction rights.49
b. Rupee Donations

Contributions received from foreigners living in India (PIOs, foreign citizens, etc.), or from
other foreign sources (e. g. CSR donations from subsidiaries of foreign companies or foreign
MNCs, grants from Embassies) may come from Rupee-accounts with a bank in India. These
should also be deposited in SBI FCRA Account. If SBI asks you to confirm the foreign source
status, you may need to provide additional information (name, address, passport number,
citizenship of donor) or a confirmation on
your letterhead.
c. Currency Deposits

Similarly, if a foreigner gives you a donation
in foreign currency or traveller’s cheques,
you should deposit this in your SBI FCRA
account. As SBI allows multi-branch
banking, the deposit can be made wherever
you had submitted your account opening
forms for the SBI FCRA account. If SBI
asks you to confirm the foreign source
status, you may need to provide additional
information (name, address, passport
number, citizenship of donor) or a
confirmation on your letterhead. If the
donation is in Indian currency, it may be
simpler to record it in your FCRA cash book
and use it for regular expenses.
d. Other Credits

Most other FC receipts (such as interest,
refunds, collection of micro-credit loans,
sale proceeds of FC assets, etc.), can be
48
49

Coup de grâce for Charity?

When a public charity is wound up or cannot function
any more, its assets normally go to another charity
with similar objects. If such a charity cannot be found,
then these can be re-purposed by the court. This has
been a long-settled principle in charity regulation,
though being eroded now gradually.
For example, tax law now provides that a charity
losing its tax registration under sec. 12A for any reason
will have to pay a tax of about 42% of the current net
market value of its assets (sec. 115TD of Income Tax
Act, 1961). In some cases, the charity might have to
sell its assets to pay this tax. In all fairness, this is
occurring because charity tax privileges are sometimes
misused by corporate consultants for enriching their
clients or for evading taxes. Unfortunately everyone
ends up paying the price.
FCRA 2010 goes further. It provides that if the FCRA
registration of an NGO is cancelled, the FC funds and
assets will vest in the Government. The Government
can utilise these to continue the NGO’s activities or
sell off the assets if sufficient funds are not available to
run the programs. If the FCRA registration of the NGO
is later restored, then these will be returned to the
NGO.
In some cases, the NGOs might actually welcome this
as an act of mercy.

P1304 if you are a Government organisation
Para B(vi) of FCRA SOP dated 20-Nov-2020
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deposited in your SBI or non-SBI FCRA account (see ‘FCRA Banking Matrix for Deposits’
above). If you have withdrawn excess funds for some reason (or want to cancel a bank draft
issued from FCRA funds), you should ideally take these to the bank from where you withdrew
the funds in the first place.
However, each deposit is often a struggle with banks asking you to prove that the funds are
foreign contribution. Usually a confirmation on your letterhead, with details of the source, etc.,
is enough to convince the bank. If the amount is large, you may need to submit an audit
certificate or the transaction trail as well.
e. Inter-bank Transfers

Transfers between SBI FCRA account, other FCRA account and the FCRA Utilisation accounts
are permitted. However, the utilisation accounts cannot be used for ‘keeping’ foreign
contribution. Therefore, you should only transfer funds needed for program activities to the
FCRA utilisation accounts.

6. Surrendering your FCRA
FCRA 1976 did not have a specific provision for cancellation of FCRA. It only allowed the
Government to place a registered organisation on prior-permission, which effectively meant
that they no longer had a valid registration. FCRA 2010 has special provisions for suspension
and cancellation. And for what happens afterwards. This is part of a curious development in
charity regulation reflecting the increasingly uneasy relationship between Charity and the State
(see box: ‘Coup de grâce for Charity?’ on page 27).
The cancellation provisions have now been extended further through a new one for surrender.50
To some extent, this is a formal recognition of an existing practice, where NGOs could write to
FCRA Department and give up their FCRA registration voluntarily. These cases were called
‘cancellation on request’. Under the newly introduced sec. 14A, an NGO can apply for
surrender of FCRA registration. The Government can permit this after an enquiry, provided
two conditions are fulfilled:
1.
2.

The NGO has not violated any FCRA provisions; and,
The foreign contribution and assets created out of these have been vested51 in the
Government.

Thus, the contribution and assets will pass into the custody and management of the
Government even if no violation of FCRA provisions is found.52 This is a very unusual
approach and shows that the Government is deeply reluctant to permit any unsupervised use of
endowments or infrastructure created out of foreign contribution.
50
51

52

Sec. 14A of FCRA 2010
Vesting doesn’t have a fixed meaning in law, though it is different from seizure or confiscation, used
elsewhere in the Act. In the present context, it seems that vesting does not confer absolute rights over the
property, but only a duty to manage it as best as possible in public interest. See Fruit & Vegetable
Merchants Union vs. Delhi Improvement Trust, AIR 1957, SC 344, 353.
Sec. 15(2). Assets/funds vest in the Addl. Chief Secretary or Principal Secretary (Home) of the State/UT,
where the assets are situated. (F. No. II/ 21022/23(43)/2018-FCRA-III; S.O. 5650(E), dated 5-Nov-2018)
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Complications
However, this can create complications in some cases. For example, a mission hospital might
have been constructed partly out of foreign contribution and partly out of other funds. Sec. 14A
mandates that the Government must take over the FC part of the hospital. It should then run
this even if there has been no violation of FCRA. This will tie down Government resources in
activities that are easily performed by the private sector.
There is the added complexity of minority educational institutions. These are protected under
Article 30 of the Constitution, which allows minorities to administer these on their own. Any
action of taking these over on cancellation or surrender of FCRA will not be easy. It will
probably be defended vigorously all the way to the Supreme Court and thence maybe to
international fora as well.

The Last Temptation
Challenging sec. 14A in court may be fine, but you should avoid the temptation to alienate
your FCRA assets before surrendering FCRA registration. These cannot be given away to
NGOs which do not have FCRA. These cannot also now be given away to NGOs which have
FCRA. You can sell the assets at fair market value, and then keep the funds in FCRA Bank
account or use them up for programs. However, ensure that this transaction is at fair market
value and is properly documented. Else you will face problems during the scrutiny that occurs
on surrendering the FCRA.
If you wish, you can also ‘sell’ these to yourself by paying the fair market value for these out of
non-FCRA funds. This will allow you to continue using these after surrendering your FCRA

The Temptations of Christ (1482). Sandro Botticelli, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons
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registration. If you plan to do this, get independent advice from your auditors/lawyers to make
sure the transaction is not challenged later.

Form FC-7 for Surrender
Form FC-7 has been introduced on 10-Nov-20 for surrendering FCRA registration. It’s a very
simple form, asking for basic information about the organisation. A listing of all bank accounts
used for FCRA funds (SBI Account, other FCRA Account, Utilisation Accounts) is also
required. The form is already available online for filing.
The surrender of FCRA will become effective only when the Central Government approves it.

7. Identity Parade: Aadhar and Darpan
All FCRA NGOs will now have to provide the Aadhar number of each key functionary while
applying for registration, prior-permission, renewal or even change of functionaries. And if a
person cannot get Aadhar because they are not resident in India,53 they must provide their
Passport number or the OCI card number.
With this change in place, the Darpan ID has
also become mandatory for all FCRA NGOs. If
an NGO has not already recorded its Darpan ID
in the FCRA system, it should do so now.
Quoting of Darpan ID is now compulsory for
all FCRA forms except FC-1 and FC-2.
This is an administrative change, which was
actually introduced some three years ago, but
had hit a road block (see box: ‘Mirror, Mirror
on the Wall’). Most of the FCRA NGOs have
already obtained a Darpan ID. Those who
haven’t should obtain it as early as possible.
After getting the Darpan ID and Aadhar for all
their board members, they should seed this
information in FCRA system during filing of
FC-3A,B,C or by filing FC-6E.54
One problem that some NGOs had faced last
time was listing at least three officers for
getting a Darpan ID. However, while societies
typically have 3-5 office bearers, many trusts
and sec. 8 companies have only two trustees or
directors. Niti Aayog, which runs the Darpan
portal, should try and fix this problem, so that
53
54

Mirror, mirror on the Wall…
Aadhar, a 12-digit unique identity number with biometric information, was originally conceived
around 2009 by private individuals as a tool to
gather information about how people in India used
their money. This would have eventually become a
hugely valuable tool for gathering market
intelligence for companies, as well as collecting
data for the Planning Commission. This was the
reason for relatively simple security checks and
safeguards for getting an Aadhar.
In 2014, when a new Government came to power, it
reoriented Aadhar as a tool for plugging tax
evasion. Aadhar of individuals was also linked to
Darpan ID, a new unique identifier for NGOs.
Darpan ID was initially optional, but was later
made compulsory for all FCRA NGOs by an office
order, without legislative backing (MHA order
dated 4-Oct-17).
This order was challenged in Delhi High Court by
Rajiv Gandhi Charitable Trust, which was then
allowed to file FC-4 without quoting Darpan
(‘Delhi HC Allows Rajiv Gandhi Charitable Trust
To File FCRA Annual Returns Offline, Without
Aadhaar Linking,’ 17-Dec-18, Live Law). This
temporarily undid FCRA Department’s efforts to
tag NGO functionaries to NGOs.
The new amendment removes this minor legislative
bump in leveraging the Aadhar for controlling what
NGOs do with foreign contribution.

In practice foreigners are not allowed on board of FCRA NGOs, but PIOs (Persons of Indian Origin) are.
‘Compliance with the amended FCRA 2010 and FCRR 2011,' FC Advisory dated 27-Nov-2020; https://
fcraonline.nic.in/home/PDF_Doc/fc_advisory_27112020.pdf. Last accessed 7-Dec-2020
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such NGOs do not have to list their drivers and office assistants as officers, just to get a Darpan
ID. People should also not place their proxies on the Board55 to get around the restriction of
being a public servant, while also simultaneously drawing remuneration from a foreign source
or an FCRA NGO. Remember always that FCRA is an internal security legislation and it
should not be toyed with.
Once the linking of Aadhar and Darpan IDs become fully operational, it will become easier to
enforce FCRA provisions even more forcefully. Enforcement aspects include operating bank
accounts without being listed as key functionary in FCRA records, engagement as public
servants, not disclosing prosecutions, involvement with multiple NGOs, and numerous other
subterranean connections which the Aadhar’s neural network can identify and force to the
surface. It is therefore critical for each NGO to do a risk assessment as early as possible and fix
any lapses.
Though most NGOs have nothing to hide, there are many board members who do not want to
expose their personal or business transactions to regulatory scrutiny or to public gaze. These
persons are likely to disengage from FCRA NGOs over the next few years. Will this be good or
bad? It is probably too early to say.

8. More Suspense during Suspension
As mentioned above, FCRA 1976 had no provision for cancellation or suspension of FCRA
registration. FCRA 2010 has both these facilities. However, this has not made life easier for
FCRA Department. If you enforce any law more rigorously, you also generate more resistance
to enforcement.56 One of the unexpected results has been increasingly sophisticated attempts at
concealment as well as a more robust defence against prosecution. Number of consultants and
experts helping NGOs with complicated legal cases has also increased. Presumably all this has
increased the workload of FCRA Department, which therefore needs more than six months to
investigate suspected offences before cancellation can be ordered, or in rare cases, suspension
withdrawn.
The changed provision of FCRA increases the permissible period of suspension from six
months to 360 days, just five days short of a full year. During this period, the NGO cannot
receive any foreign contribution. It cannot also use any foreign contribution it has already
received — except upto 25%, with the prior approval of FCRA Department. This cap of 25%
has remained unchanged, though the period of suspension has been doubled.
By all standards, this is an unusually long duration. Compare this with the 90 days within
which a chargesheet must be filed under Criminal Procedure Code or under PMLA.57 Even

55

56

57

This unfortunate practice is quite common among shady companies, often used for money laundering or
cheating the public. As a result, many rickshaw pullers and daily wage workers have become company
directors, without their knowledge or consent.
It is instructive to compare the arming of police in Europe, especially Britain, with that in the USA. While
the former still rely on sticks, batons and shields, the latter routinely carry equipment which will be more
fitting for storm troopers in Europe.
Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002
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UAPA,58 often called a harsh law by Civil Rights groups, requires that a chargesheet must be
filed within 180 days or the suspect be released. To extend this duration, police have to
approach a court which may or may not allow additional time to the investigators.
As discussed above, the more charitable explanation for this is the change in complexity of
violations and the enhanced ecosystem of FCRA consultancy. There could be another, less
justifiable reason. Suspension of FCRA registration is very much like cancellation. A one yearperiod, without funds, is enough to dry out any organisation. From the enforcement point of
view, there is also an added advantage — FCRA does not have any specific provision for
appealing against a suspension order.

9. Prior-permission
A prior-permission under FCRA is like a temporary license. An NGO without FCRA
registration can apply and get advance permission for accepting foreign contribution from
specific donor/s, for a specific project. The amount is also specified in the permission. This is
useful for NGOs which haven’t completed the three-year gestation period and are not eligible
for getting FCRA registration. Generally, only small amounts are approved, though there are
cases where people received approval for Rs. 10-12 crores.

Prior Permission > Rs. 50 lakh
Over the last few years, FCRA Department has become more and more cautious about this
route. In March’19, the Department had introduced capping of prior-permission amount to Rs.
50 lakh for NGOs which hadn’t completed three years. This was done by asking NGOs to
submit three years’ audited accounts (at the time of applying for prior-permission) if the project
amount was over Rs. 50 lakhs. The requirement has now been dropped.59 Therefore, NGOs
with larger projects need not wait for three years before applying for prior-permission.

Instalment Plan for Larger Cases
However, a different mechanism has been introduced. If the amount of foreign contribution is
over Rs. one crore, then the contribution must be received in two or more instalments. To
receive the second or later instalment, the NGO must submit utilisation details of 75% of the
funds it has received. The department will then ask for a field inquiry of how the money has
been used, before the next instalment can be released.60 Sometimes, if the amount is over Rs.
One crore, the FCRA Department may also ask the NGO to set up a web-site.

Eligibility Conditions
A commitment letter from the donor must be submitted with the application for priorpermission. This must be specific for each donor, project and amount. The purpose should also
be clearly mentioned. In addition to this, the NGO should ensure that:

58
59
60

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967
Form FC3B revised with effect from 10-Nov-2020
Rule 9A, effective 10-Nov-2020
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1. Its Chief Functionary is not an employee, consultant, volunteer, trustee, member or adviser
of the donor agency.
2. At least 75% of the NGO’s board members are not members or employees of the donor
agency.
3. If the foreign source is an individual donor, he/she is not Chief Functionary or a member of
the NGO. Further, at least 75% of the NGO’s board members are independent of the donor
— that is they are not family members or close relatives of the donor.
The NGO should open the FCRA Bank Account with SBI and mention the number in FC-3B.
If it already has another FCRA account with a different bank, this should also be listed.
Fee for prior-permission has now been raised to Rs. 5,000. An affidavit in form AA from each
key functionary listed in the application should be submitted. The term key functionary
includes all board members as well as head of the organisation (CEO, Executive Director, etc.).

Revoking Prior Permission
There is no provision for suspension or withdrawal of prior-permission. The present change
fixes this tiny breach in the Great Wall of FCRA. Now the government can suspend prior
permission after holding a brief inquiry. During the period of suspension, the NGO cannot
receive or utilise any foreign contribution without additional and prior approval of the FCRA
Dept. Later if it is found that there has been a violation of FCRA, the Government can
confiscate any remaining amount of foreign contribution, apart from barring any further
receipt.

10. FCRA Registration
After reading all the above, if you still want to apply for FCRA registration, you should open
an FCRA Bank Account with SBI and mention the number in FC-3A. If you already have an
SBI FCRA Account, then this and any other FCRA account with a different bank should be
listed. Application fee for FCRA registration is now Rs. 10,000. An affidavit in form AA from
each key functionary listed in the application should also be submitted. The term key
functionary includes all board members as well as head of the organisation (CEO, Executive
Director, etc.).
In the past, FCRA Department used to apply several tests informally. These are now hard
coded in rule 9.
• The NGO should have a track record of three years. This means it should have been
registered at least three years ago.
• It should have spent at least Rs. 15 lakh over the last three years on activities for which it is
seeking registration.61 The NGO can also offer the amount spent on fixed assets as part of the
rupees 15 lakh threshold.

61

Rule 9(1)(f)(i) read with sec. 12(4)(b)
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In addition to this, it is a good idea for the NGO to ensure that:62
1. Its Chief Functionary is not an employee, consultant, volunteer, trustee, member or adviser
of any foreign source.
2. At least 75% of the NGO’s board members are not members or employees of any foreign
source.
Though sec. 12(3) talks about FCRA Department giving FCRA registration ordinarily within
three months of application, this is very rare. Actual time taken is more like 6-18 months.
Meanwhile, you should not assume that the permission or registration has been automatically
granted just because you haven’t heard anything from the Department.

11. Exempt Government Entities
From Jul-2011 to Jan-2020, many Government entities were exempt under an order dated 1Jul-2011. This order, issued under sec. 50 of FCRA, was enlarged slightly and constricted
greatly in January 2020.63 Under the revised order, an organisation is exempt from FCRA only
if it meets all the three conditions below:
1. It is constituted or established by or under a Central or State Act or order.
2. Its accounts are compulsorily required to be audited by the CAG or its agencies.
3. It is wholly owned by the Government which has set it up.
First condition has been enlarged slightly to include organisations set up under an order as
well. Government organisations formed or registered under a general statute (such as Societies Registration Act or Companies Act) do not meet this condition. Only those which are set
up or established by the Act itself are eligible. This leaves out most Government NGOs. The
second condition has remained unchanged.
It is the third condition which is quite difficult to fulfill. For example, most IITs, IIMs, Universities meet the first two conditions. However, these are autonomous bodies and are not owned
by the Government. Therefore these are not exempt. Similarly, Municipalities or Municipal
Corporations are not exempt under this notification as the Central or State Government does
62

63

This requirement is applicable for prior-permission cases. However, in practice, the FCRA Department
sometimes uses the same rules for registration cases as well.
S.O. 459(E).—Whereas the Central Government is of the opinion that it is necessary and expedient in the
interest of the general public to exempt organisations (not being a political party), constituted or
established by or under a Central Act or a State Act or by any administrative or executive order of the
Central Government or any State Government and wholly owned by the respective Government and
required to have their accounts compulsorily audited by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India
(CAG) or any of the agencies of the CAG, from the operation of the Foreign Contribution (Regulation)
Act, 2010 (42 of 2010);
Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 50 of the Foreign Contribution (Regulation)
Act, 2010 and in supersession of the Order of the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs
published in the Official Gazette vide number S.O. 1492(E), dated the 1st July, 2011, except as respects
things done or omitted to be done before such supersession, the Central Government hereby exempts all
the said organisations from the operation of all the provisions of the said Act with effect from the date of
publication of this order in the Official Gazette.
F. No. II/21022/23(37)/2019-FCRA-III; Gazette Notification dated 30-Jan-2020
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not have ownership of the properties or the municipalities themselves. Further, though the
Government has to power to dissolve these, these are not owned by the government. In most
cases, the property vests temporarily with the Government, till the body is reconstituted.
In addition to the above notification, some organisations have been exempted through executive orders under sec.50. If you come across a government organisation that claims exemption
under the above notification or under sec. 50, verify the claim thoroughly.64 Also keep in mind
that:
1. An organisation registered under FCRA cannot regrant FCRA funds to an exempt Government organisation, as the restrictions under sec. 7 are still applicable to the donor organisation.
2. A foreign source (not registered under FCRA) can give foreign contribution directly to an
exempt organisation based on the above.
3. An exempt Government organisation can regrant foreign contribution to others, as sec. 7
will not apply to it in most cases.
Finally, an attested copy of the FCRA exemption order and a confirmation that it has not been
revoked should be taken on record before you give them any foreign contribution.

12. Political Activities
A large number of organisations were notified as organisations of a political nature under the
1976 Act.65 Such organisations cannot accept any foreign contribution at all. This provision
has been retained as Sec. 5 of the FCRA 2010, which also provides detailed procedure for
designating an organisation as such. Additionally, rule 3 lays down guidelines for declaring an
organisation as being of a political nature. Though no organisations have yet been notified
under this rule and section, the rule itself is rather poorly drafted. It was therefore challenged
by INSAF, and was partially read down by the Supreme Court.66 The Government has now
modified rule 3 to reflect this ruling:
Original Condition

Additional Condition

(i) organisation having avowed political objectives in its
Memorandum of Association or bylaws
(ii) any Trade Union whose objectives include activities for
promoting political goals
(iii) any voluntary action group with objectives of a political nature
or which participates in political activities

64
65

66

The FCRA Department has not put out a general list of all the organisations exempted by an order.
See May-1998 list at DevelopAid (http://www.developaid.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Organisationsof-Political-Nature-RBI-List.pdf). Some of these might still be on the list, whereas the orders might have
been revised in some other cases.
Indian Social Action Forum (INSAF) vs. Union of India (Supreme Court, 6-Mar-20)
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Original Condition

Additional Condition

(iv) front or mass organisations like Students Unions, Workers’
Unions, Youth Forums and Women’s wing of a political party
(v) organisation of farmers, workers, students, youth based on
Participation in active
caste, community, religion, language or otherwise, which is not politics or party politics
directly aligned to any political party, but whose objectives, as
stated in the Memorandum of Association, or activities gathered
through other material evidence, include steps towards
advancement of political interests of such groups
(vi) any organisation, by whatever name called, which habitually
engages itself in or employs common methods of political
action like ‘bandh’ or ‘hartal’, ‘rasta roko’, ‘rail roko’ or ‘jail
bharo’ in support of public causes

Participation in active
politics or party politics

Essentially this means that an organisation cannot have its FCRA taken away under this rule
just because it is an organisation of farmers, youth, students, etc., unless it is also into ‘active
politics’ or ‘party politics’. The same condition has been added for organisations which take
political action in support of public causes.
The rule offers some relief to NGOs which were fearful of an over-broad interpretation of
clause (vi) in particular, and allows them to organise demonstrations or protests like dharna
(sit-in) or rallies. However, the phrase ‘active politics’ remains ambiguous, and the word
‘politics’ itself remains undefined.

13. Approval for Changes
FCRA Department requires at least five types of changes to be intimated to it online within 15
days:
1. Name or address (FC-6A)
2. Nature, aims or objects (FC-6B)
3. Designated bank account (FC-6C)
4. Utilisation bank account (FC-6D)
5. Office bearers or key functionaries (FC-6E)
As rule 17A uses the word ‘intimate’ it has long been beloved that filing the form is sufficient
compliance. However, the Department has now modified the rule by adding that any change
shall be effective only after final approval by Central Government. This applies to all the five
type of changes above, not just to those intimated in form FC-6E.

14. Revised Forms
All the old forms have now been replaced with revised ones.
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FC-1
This form is an annual return of contribution in kind. It should be filed by 31-December each
year (extended to 30-Jun-2021 for FY 19-20). There are no changes in the form except that
Aadhar number is now compulsory. It has three different parts, which should be filled by
different types of receivers:
• Part A & B - if you are an individual and have received a remittance, article or securities of
over Rs. 1 lakh during the financial year from a relative who holds a foreign passport.
• Part B - if you are an entity with FCRA registration/permission and have received any
articles or securities from a foreign source (irrespective of its value)
• Part C - if you are a candidate for an election and have received any foreign contribution
(money, material67 or securities) in the six months before you filed your nomination papers.

FC-2
This form is for prior-permission to accept foreign hospitality. This requirement applies to
individuals in sensitive positions.68 It should be filed online well before any foreign trip
sponsored by a foreign source. There are no changes in the form except that Aadhar number is
now compulsory.

FC-3A
This form is for obtaining FCRA registration which allows acceptance of foreign contribution
on a regular basis. Registration is given for five years at a time. There are only minor changes
in the form, apart from Darpan ID which is now mandatory.

FC-3B
This form is for obtaining prior-permission to accept foreign contribution for a particular
project. There are only minor changes in the form, apart from Darpan ID which is now
mandatory.

FC-3C
This form is for obtaining renewal of FCRA registration. There are only minor changes in the
form, apart from Darpan ID which is now mandatory.

FC-4
The new form is effective from FY 19-20 itself, if you have not filed it before 10-Nov-20. Last
date for filing the form is 31-December each year, but has been extended to 30-Jun-2021 for
FY 19-20.

67

68

Items valued up to Rs. one lakh, received as gift for your personal use, are not treated as foreign
contribution
Applicable to MPs, MLAs, MLCs, Councillors, Panchayat members, people holding an office in a political
party, Government employees, employees of Government corporations/companies, or universities/
institutions owned or controlled by the Government. Government includes both state Governments as well
as Central Government. Not applicable to journalists, public servants or media persons, who are not
otherwise in the restricted list as Government employee, etc. Sec. 6 of FCRA
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Foreign contribution received from local sources (i.e., as second or subsequent recipient) need
not be shown separately — instead all foreign contribution should be shown as one figure in
item 2(i)(c). This should include contribution in kind69 as well as in cash. Purchase/
construction of new fixed assets should be included in project-wise expenditure70 in table 3(a)
and then detailed separately in table 3(b) as well.
Foreign contribution transferred to other organisations should not be included in project-wise
table 3(a).71 It should instead be reported in table 3(c). This should include contribution in cash
as well as in kind (material, assets or securities). Transfer of contribution to others was
permitted only till 29-Sep-2020. If you’ve transferred any foreign contribution after that, it will
be a violation — even if you do not list it here.
The form asks you to list all your FCRA Bank accounts under three separate categories: SBI
FCRA Account, another FCRA Account, and all FCRA Utilisation Accounts. This seems to be
the main reason why FCRA Department has extended the due date for filing FC-4.
A new compliance section consisting of 15 questions has been added towards the end. Each
should be answered in ‘yes’ or ‘no’. ‘Yes’ means a violation and must be must be described
briefly in 500 characters. Most of the questions are relatively simple. Others are explained
below:
Q i: Transfer of FC to FC Organisations

You can say ‘yes’ for FY 19-20 and 20-21, as this was permitted till 29-Sep-20. Also say
‘Transferred before 29-Sep-2020’ in the explanation box, if you’ve transferred only till 29Sep-20.
Q ii: Transfer of FC to non-FC Organisations

You should say ‘yes’ if you’ve transferred FC to a non-FC organisation. This includes exempt
entities such as PM CARES Fund.72
Q v: Domestic Contribution

Do not confuse this with contribution received from a foreign source within India. Say ‘yes’
only if you’ve deposited contribution from a non-foreign source in an FCRA account.

69

70
71

72

Form FC-1 (part B) should filed separately for this before 31-December each year. This year, the date is
extended to 30-Jun-21.
Or as a separate line item for assets which are not project specific
This will result in reducing the amount available for administration in 19-20 even further, as grants made
to others will be excluded from total FC utilised.
The following information is provided on PM CARES Fund website (FCRA notification not available in
public domain):
“Q.23 Whether Foreign Donation is accepted in PM CARES Fund?
Yes. PM CARES Fund has received exemption from operation of all provisions of the Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Act, 2010. Foreign Donation is accepted from individuals and organizations
based in Foreign countries through Foreign Credit / Debit Cards and also through Wire Transfer/
SWIFT following the link on Home page of PM CARES Fund portal.
Donation in foreign currency can be made to PM CARES A/c in State Bank of India, New Delhi Main
Branch, A/c No. 39239654818, IFSC-SBIN0000691, SWIFT Code-SBININBB104.”
Source: https://www.pmcares.gov.in/en/web/page/faq; Last accessed 17-Dec-2020, 6:42 a.m.
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Q 10: Admin Expenditure over 20%

You can say ‘yes’ for FY 19-20 and explain that it was within the 50% limit applicable for FY
19-20. For FY 20-21, there is no option for splitting your administrative expenses into two
segments and apply 50% limit to one and 20% to the other. You should make sure
administrative expenses for the entire year remain within 20%.
Q 12: Sale Proceeds of FC Fixed Assets

These must be deposited in the FCRA Account. This can be the SBI FCRA account or ‘another
FCRA Account’. These should not be deposited in the FCRA Utilisation Accounts.
Q 13: FCRA FD Liquidation

These funds must be deposited in the FCRA Account. This can be the SBI FCRA account or
‘another FCRA Account’. These should not be deposited in the FCRA Utilisation Accounts.
Q 14: Managing Other Associations

This question is designed to identify organisations which are using FCRA registration of other
entities. You should say ‘yes’ only if a third-party entity is managed by you or is being
provided financial support indirectly out of FCRA funds.73
Q 15: FC Utilised Outside India

You should say ‘yes’ only if some of your FC programs are taking place outside India. You
should no say ‘yes’ if you have only imported services or goods for use within India.

FC-5
This form for permission to transfer FC to other non-FCRA entities has become redundant and
has been deleted.

FC-6A
This form is for change of name, registration details or address (within the state)74. It must be
filed within 15 days of the change. There are only minor changes in the form, apart from
Darpan ID which is now mandatory. Any changes will not be treated as effective till the FCRA
Department approves these.

FC-6B
This form is for change in objects or nature of the organisation. It must be filed within 15 days
of the change. There are only minor changes in the form, apart from Darpan ID which is now
mandatory. Any changes will not be treated as effective till the FCRA Department approves
these.

FC-6C
This form is for change in designated FCRA Account with SBI or ‘another FCRA Account’. It
must be filed within 15 days of the change. You will also have to filed it after the SBI FCRA
73

74

In a literal sense, the question is not restricted to FCRA funds. If you are supporting other organisations
with non-FC funds, you may say ‘yes’ and then clarify that only non-FC funds are being used to support
other entities.
If you are shifting to a different state, you must file FC-3A again.
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Account is opened. Any changes will not be treated as effective till the FCRA Department
approves these.

FC-6D
This must be filed within 15 days of opening a new FCRA Utilisation account. There are only
minor changes in the form, apart from Darpan ID which is now mandatory. Any changes will
not be treated as effective till the FCRA Department approves these.

FC-6E
This form is for change in board members. It must be filed within 15 days of the change —
even if it is for only one member out of several. There are only minor changes in the form,
apart from Darpan ID and Aadhar which are now mandatory. Any changes will not be treated
as effective till the FCRA Department approves these.
FCRA Department has also advised that people who are not filing for renewal in near future
can use this form to update all the Aadhar numbers and Darpan ID.

FC-7
This is a new form for surrendering your FCRA registration.

Conclusion
Changes to FCRA (and to other NPO legislation) are a work-in-progress. It is, therefore,
probably too early to come to a conclusion. The Government of a sovereign nation has every
right to write laws and enforce them for the benefit of the nation. However, the design of
FCRA is such that Government spends more time giving out registrations and permissions
rather than checking how these are being used. The provisions themselves are often
ambiguous, which makes it difficult for most NGOs to follow these. It doesn’t help that charity
is recognised universally as a virtue — laws that restrict it are, therefore, baffling to most
people. Experience shows that many people are willing to turn a blind eye to violation of a law
that are not seen as morally reprehensible.
Nevertheless, in an increasingly contested world, FCRA is unlikely to see a 1992-like
liberalisation till foreign contribution becomes comparatively insignificant in the scheme of
things. This could happen either because domestic philanthropy grows to stymie cross-border
charity, or because FC-funded activities (and activists) become more domesticated. Till that
time, FCRA NGOs should buckle down for a turbulent ride and follow the law as best as they
can.
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evelopAid Foundation is a sec. 8 not-for-profit company
(CIN: U74999DL2016NPL309078), with a mission of
enhancing public trust, accountability, financial literacy,
governance, and understanding of relevant laws and regulations
among philanthropic organisations and social enterprises in India.
DevelopAid believes in socially responsible and accountable
philanthropy. It supports compliance with both the letter and the spirit
of the law. This guidance note is meant to help improve
understanding of the law. Please do not use this understanding to
bypass the law.
Caution: Interpretation of laws provided here is for general
information and is provided gratis, without any warranties. Also this
may or may not be applicable to your specific situation. Therefore,
please seek independent and competent advice before taking any
important advice. The views expressed here are those of the author
alone, and have not been endorsed by any Government Department or regulator. This guidance note is
meant for private circulation only.
© 2020 Sanjay Agarwal.
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